STRENGTHENING URBAN-RURAL LINKAGES TO REDUCE SPATIAL INEQUALITY AND POVERTY BY LEVERAGING SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS ACTIONS
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**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

**Introduction** A side event as part of the first UN-Habitat Assembly (UNHA) was held on 30 May, 2019 in Nairobi, Kenya, organized by Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the UN-Habitat with supporting partners. The side event was held to underscore the importance of integrating urban and rural planning and development, helping urban-rural relations become more equal, more inclusive and balanced. The objectives for the side event were to:

- Focus on improvement of urban-rural linkages (URL) as a key entry point for reducing spatial inequalities and alleviating both rural and urban poverty
- Present initiatives and concrete efforts to strengthen URL in relation to global normative agendas such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the New Urban Agenda (NUA)
- Showcase selected national and subnational experiences addressing inequality and poverty through integrated actions on sustainable food systems nutrition and other public services
- Highlight tools and solutions for supporting governments at all levels on sustainable food systems aiming at addressing food insecurity and malnutrition while protecting biodiversity and responding to challenges posed by climate change.

Panel speakers and discussants addressed these issues from national, regional and local government, civil society, city networks, and UN agency perspectives. These are among the many actors collaborating in multi-sector, multi-level approaches to support innovation at subnational and national levels through new and more inclusive governance mechanisms that bring urban and rural together. The UNHA saw the approval of the 2020-2025 UN-Habitat strategic plan which, among other strategic objectives, aims to address the challenges in the urban-rural nexus through two domains of change. The first domain of change is “Reduced spatial inequality and poverty in communities across the urban-rural continuum” and the second is “Enhanced shared prosperity for cities and regions”.

Global tools developed to address these objectives were discussed by speakers in the event, including:

- Urban-Rural Linkages: Guiding Principles and Framework for Action (URL-GP) tools
- FAO Framework for the Urban Food Agenda
- City Regions Food System (CRFS) Assessment Toolkit
- Mainstreaming Food Systems and Nutrition and Urban-Rural Linkages in National Urban Policies (NUP)
- Integrating Food Systems and Nutrition in Urban and Territorial Planning among others.

**Key messages from side event speakers** A panel of speakers moderated by Remy Sietchiping addressed the importance of URL and food systems from the perspectives of UN agencies, national and regional government, local government and civil society.

Shipra Narang Suri, Coordinator, Urban Planning

---

1 The report of the side event can be read in full here.
2 Supporting partners included C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, Centro Latinoamericano para el Desarrollo (RIMISP), Convention on Biodiversity (CBD), UN Environment, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), French Agricultural Research Center for International Development (CIRAD), Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN), Mazingira institute, Network of Regional Governments for Sustainable Development (nrg4SD), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), RIKOLTO, and the United Nations Standing Committee on Nutrition (UNSCN).
and Design Branch, UN-Habitat stressed the important strategic moment for UN-Habitat with the start of the New Strategic Plan that mainstreams the discussion on URL in different approaches to sustainable urbanization for example to reduce inequalities and generate shared prosperities. She introduced the launching of the URL-GP and Framework for Action to Advance Integrated Territorial Development, produced with the involvement of 150 experts, organizations, and expert group meetings in Latin America, Africa and Europe. Jorge Fonseca, FAO Programme Advisor, emphasized integrated governance and collaboration not only at the global national levels, but also at subnational and local levels with governments that are prioritizing this agenda. He announced the FAO’s newly launched Framework for the Urban Food Agenda to promote rural-urban synergies and interconnect food systems with other sectors. He spoke of efforts underway in the County of Nairobi in Kenya and Lima, Peru as examples.

Nene Mariama Balde, representing the government of Guinea, spoke of strengthening URL to help to increase capacity and awareness about the SDGs and the urban-rural agenda, and the need to incorporate into national planning rules and documents urban-rural connections and to mobilize financial resources to support this work. Carme Gual from the Catalanian Cooperation Agency in Spain stressed that cities should understand the importance of rural areas, without which cities will never survive. It is necessary to reverse the usual urban bias and look at the city from a rural perspective and challenge the economic, technological and resilience gap between rural and urban areas. Xu Tiantian, Mayor of Songyang County in China described a multisector collaboration to adopt “architectural acupuncture” as a healing treatment for rural regions to restore their rural identity, open up to tourism, and stimulate economic development including food production and manufacturing. Acupuncture projects aim to activate circulation between villages and nearby cities in order to promote interaction between rural and urban areas. Diana Lee Smith of Mazingira Institute in Nairobi, Kenya addressed civil society action in support of URL and food systems at different levels. She highlighted the power of civil society and of coalitions of civil society organizations that influence local, national and international decision-making, often bridging gaps that otherwise are not addressed by governments alone.

Comments from discussants and participants Following the panel speakers a number of discussants addressed perspectives that are reflected in the URL-GP Framework for Action. Oliver Hillel, from the Secretariat of the Convention on Biodiversity stated in a video message that sustainable urbanization and rural transformation can no longer be addressed separately and that this process must be mutually reinforcing across the urban-rural continuum. Martina Otto from UN Environment addressed the importance of ecosystem services and the circular economy linking urban and rural areas to reduce pressure on ecosystems and to create more local job opportunities. Edlam Yemeru from the UN Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) focused on lost opportunities due to siloed thinking, which remains very strong in urban policy and has serious implications in terms of normative policy and investment. Daniel Günther, from the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development in Germany (BMZ) spoke of financially inclusive strategies to target secondary and tertiary cities, supported by integrated governance. Stephen Otieno from C40 Climate Leadership Network mentioned working with mayors on thematic areas, such as food, soil, air quality and waste, linked with other urban issues. Other participants voiced appreciation for the URL programme as relates to core values of the UN-Habitat agenda and
the necessity to integrate the rural dimension in sustainable urbanization and undertake actions to fill this gap at all levels.

**Concluding remarks and next steps**

Shipra Narang Suri and Remy Sietchiping wrapped up the side event attended by a diversity of participants from different levels of government, UN agencies and civil society. Key issues raised in the event included the need for a multi-dimensional and multi-partnership approach as fundamental to continue the momentum to strengthen URL. This is especially urgent given that URL and food systems are critical for climate resilience. With the new UN-Habitat Strategic Plan there is a renewed focus on territorial development across the urban-rural continuum\(^3\). Important issues covered by speakers included the role of local authorities, the attention to nature, the importance of secondary cities and putting people at the center of the URL processes. The session closed with an invitation to join a first rural development forum this October in Songyang, China.

\(^3\) Following the side event at the closing plenary of the UN Habitat Assembly Member States adopted a resolution on “Enhancing urban-rural linkages for sustainable urbanization and human settlements”, calling for new mechanisms to take into account URL, awareness raising and sharing of good practices, including addressing migration from rural to urban areas and providing a report on progress at the next UN-Habitat Assembly in four years.
1. BACKGROUND

The importance of integrating urban and rural planning and development, helping urban-rural relations become more equal, more inclusive and balanced, underlies the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 11.a target, “Support positive economic, social and environmental links between urban, peri-urban and rural areas by strengthening national and regional development planning”, and related provisions in the New Urban Agenda (NUA). These provisions call for urban and territorial planning solutions across the urban-rural continuum transcending administrative boundaries; linking government levels; sectors and actors including those most excluded. Transforming and strengthening the interconnection between urban and rural areas can unlock opportunities to move towards more inclusive and resilient societies and healthy ecosystems at local and eventually at national and global levels.

The objectives for the side event were to:

- Focus on improvement of urban-rural linkages (URL) as a key entry point for reducing spatial inequalities and alleviating both rural and urban poverty
- Present initiatives and concrete efforts to strengthen URL in relation to global normative agendas such as the SDGs and the NUA
- Showcase selected national and subnational experiences addressing inequality and poverty through integrated actions on sustainable food systems nutrition and other public services
- Highlight tools and solutions for supporting governments at all levels on sustainable food systems aiming at addressing food insecurity and malnutrition while protecting biodiversity and responding to challenges posed by climate change

Panel speakers and discussants addressed these issues from national, regional and local government, civil society, city networks, and UN agency perspectives. These are among the many actors collaborating in multi-sector, multi-level approaches to support innovation at subnational and national levels through new and more inclusive governance mechanisms that bring urban and rural together.

The UN-Habitat strategic plan 2020-25 aims to address the challenges in the urban-rural nexus through two domains of change/goals. The first domain of change is “Reduced spatial inequality and poverty in communities across the urban-rural continuum” and secondly “Enhanced shared prosperity for cities and regions”.

Global tools that have been developed and whose application were discussed during the event include:

- City Regions Food System (CRFS) Assessment Toolkit
- Mainstreaming Food Systems and Nutrition and URL in National Urban Policies (NUP)
- Integrating Food Systems and Nutrition in Urban and Territorial Planning among others.

The two other strategic domains of change for conflict and environmental management, addressing the role of cities and territories with respect to climate change and biodiversity among other challenges, was also addressed in the URL-GP for action to integrate urban and territorial development.
2. OPENING REMARKS

The side event was inaugurated with remarks by Urban Planning and Design Branch coordinator Dr. Shipra Narang Suri. In her opening words, Ms. Narang Suri highlighted; “the importance of the global agendas on URL and food security has become more and more significant and they are attracting a strong attention from member states to take a territorial approach. This is especially so with the mandate of 2015 in the Agenda 2030 and the references to URL and IG-UTP (International Guideline on Urban and Territorial Planning) in the New Urban Agenda (NUA).”

She also stressed an important strategic moment for UN-Habitat with the start of the New Strategic Plan 2020-2025 that has also managed to mainstream the discussion on URL in different domains of change (e.g. reduced inequalities, shared cities and regions prosperities). She gladly introduced the Guiding Principles of URL, produced with the involvement of over 130 experts from different international organizations in three expert group meetings and several virtual engagements, as guidance for the future.

Her final remarks were about the resolution number HSP/HA/1/L.8/. “Enhancing urban-rural linkages for sustainable urbanization and human settlements” that was to be adopted by member states at the UN-Habitat Assembly, May 2019. The work on URL and the mandate on it received a fresh boost from an impetus through this resolution and now is necessary to craft a national framework on how to take the URL programme forward.

Thus, Ms. Narang Suri emphasized on the side event as an important moment to explore on how to take the discussion forward, together with colleagues at UN-Habitat, FAO who have a Framework for the Urban Food Agenda and a strategic framework and other organizations that have played a key role in developing the URL-GP. She encouraged participants to capitalize on
opportunities for partnerships and to brainstorm on how to take them forward.

Mr. Jorge Fonseca began by stressing the collaboration and partnership since the launch of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in 2015. From FAO’s work with the County governments of Nairobi and Kisumu, he stated; “governors becoming believers proved that this is the way to go: to strengthen URL, to enhance food systems, transportation and different sectors comprehensively.”

He underscored the URL-GP as answers to some questions such as: how do we invest? How do we diversify the investments that are almost exclusively for the big cities? In his experience, many examples in different countries show that investments at the territorial level have helped migration to be a choice and not an economic enforcement, and thus have helped economic development.

Concluding his remarks, Mr. Fonseca strongly emphasized governance and collaboration not only with the global level and the national level, but with the subnational and local level who are prioritizing this territorial agenda.

Dr. Remy Sietchiping, the leader of the Regional and Metropolitan Planning Unit of the urban planning and design unit, introduced the video on the Urban-Rural Linkages: Guiding Principles and Framework for Action to Advance Integrated Territorial Development. He stressed that the principles and framework of action would set the tone for how URL would be operationalized. He described that the video outlined development process of URL-GP, relation of the URL-GP to the global agendas and UN-Habitat strategic plan 2020-2025, the ongoing pilot projects, events where URL-GP has been addressed, URL-GP tools being developed and the next steps for the URL-GP.

In conclusion, participants were informed that the URL-GP publication would be translated into 7 languages (Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Arabic, Chinese, French and English) and disseminated in due course, giving an opportunity for member states to learn and join in this revolutionary movement of URL.
3. PANEL SESSION

Jorge Fonseca, FAO

FAO Framework for the Urban Food Agenda: Leveraging Sub-National and Local Government Action to ensure sustainable Food Systems and improved nutrition

As the First speaker opening the Panel Session, Mr. Fonseca stated; “leveraging sub-national and local government action to ensure sustainable food systems and improved nutrition is what makes the difference.” He noted that food insecurity in urban areas is a huge challenge; moreover, food systems now represent big expenses for municipalities. Hence, there is growing global momentum as shown in the NUA, the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact, as well as in the World Urban Forum in Kuala Lumpur and a side event advocating for strengthening food systems in SDG 11, as well as an increasing focus on local projects such as the NaDhaLi project, which includes Nairobi and Kisumu counties.

Following his statement, Mr. Fonseca introduced the FAO’s newly launched Framework for the Urban Food Agenda, emphasizing the importance of “working with cities and not necessarily in cities.” According to FAO’s mandate, the framework is to promote rural-urban synergies and interconnect food systems with other sectors.

He then stressed that FAO’s approach is based on three ground rules: enabling, executing and expanding. First, FAO and UN-Habitat will work on NUP and specifically enabling how to mainstream food in NUP, including the launch of an advisory programme. The second approach, executing, has ongoing four programmes, active in different regions, regarding food procurement, agri-food innovation across small towns, food and green environments for healthy cities and lastly, an optimized supply chain and circular bio-economy. Finally, the expanding approach is related to all actors, from governments to the private sector to city networks, and aims to improve and scale integrated urban food governance.

Mr. Fonseca also presented an example of mainstreaming food policy in Lima, Peru. The case of Lima was highlighted with lessons including developing a food strategy, setting up and signing a food charter, and a soon-to-be launched ordinance related to the food system. Lima also, received the Milan Urban Food Pact Award in 2018. He explained, when it comes to executing, “the important rule is to engage more small cities and towns to promote prosperity in as many areas as possible, as proven in many counties.”

Mainstreaming food policy in Lima, Peru © FAO
In his closing remarks, he highlighted the publication by FAO and other partners on integrating food systems in urban planning engaging universities in the process, he emphasized an overarching goal to create an International Forum to reform the Global Urban Food Agenda.

Nene Mariama Balde, National Government of Guinea
A national perspective on urban-rural linkages related to national sustainable and urban development policy and programmes

Ms. Balde stressed the importance of rural areas stating that rural areas have always been prioritized over the urban, in Guinea Conakry. She indicated that the country has adopted several documents on urban and territorial planning. The first urban plan in Guinea was formulated in 1962 and the second in 1987; the challenge however has been slow process of implementing these plans. She also explained how the government of Guinea has strived to start the NUP process in Guinea under the SANITA (Urban Development and Sanitation Program in Guinea) project which also includes the Master National Plan.

She raised a question on how to strengthen URL, and how the URL-GP would help Guinea? She then argued that strengthening URL would help to enhance the capacities in the SDGs awareness, territorial agenda, and the city-region approaches of our decision makers. Finally, Ms. Balde concluded her speech emphasizing the importance to increase capacities of planners, to incorporate into planning rules and documents urban-rural connections and to mobilize financial resources to carry out the program.

Carme Gual, Catalanian Cooperation Agency
Territorial approach to urban-rural linkages: Shifting point of view

Ms. Carme Gual, Director of the Catalan Agency for Development Cooperation, who has rural roots in Penedès, Catalonia, shared some personal rural experience and started her speech with the statement, “migration from rural to urban to be a choice and not an obligation.” She stressed that we are facing more and more problems and crises, such as climate change, air pollution, migration etc., and that urban and territorial boundaries are becoming less relevant to deal with these problems. Therefore, public policies should focus on happiness and welfare of the citizens. In her argument, to be successful, we need to change our mindset and rethink our approach to human challenges. SDGs are a clever way to cluster all of us together on how to boost our imagination and our capacities to start from new. She referenced Ms. Greta Thunberg “to create, to make, to push forward”.

In Catalonia, Spain, the department of Territory and Sustainability of the Generalitat de Catalunya is working on Catalan Urban Agenda following NUA principles. She stated that the URL is one of the 4 axes of Catalan Urban Agenda which puts people at the center of all its activities and counts among its priorities the territorial
dimension, improved quality of life, prosperity and general welfare. She then presented the work of Catalan Agency for Development Cooperation, in the context of the URL. During her presentation she noted that the Agency has been also working on enhancing cooperation on local public administration, work with NGOs, multi-stakeholder institutions and international bodies like UN-Habitat in order to spread the value of democracy, human rights and equity, as SDGs call for.

However, Ms. Gual led the discussion into “a question of policy coherence,” arguing “How can we say that we have reached NUA goals or SDGs when our actions are destroying distant ecosystems, impoverishing farmers who are paid far below the fair price for their products.” She stressed that people working in local agriculture are the champions that protect territories, extensive farming, food security, and community rights. But she then noted how local farmers are being targeted and forced to leave their ancestral land by private corporations and the government who agrees to privatize land and convert it into a commodity. She complained about the fact that no Human Rights Defender was present at the Assembly of UN-Habitat.

Her presentation also showed the work of the Catalan Agency for Development Cooperation through different instruments: call for projects for NGOs, bilateral or multilateral agreements or programs to support rights defenders related to land rights, or with global movements like Via Campesina, the international peasants and farmers movement. In particular, she stressed the recent Declaration of United Nations in 2019 on the ‘rights of the peasants’ as a key document to be taken into account. The Catalan Government is also supporting actions to empower women in the political and economic context in rural areas in Senegal.

More projects and cases followed, such as a project in Nampula, Mozambique. In collaboration with UN-Habitat this project aims to strengthen urban and territorial development for effective implementation of the NUA and
to develop a spatial tool with capacity building for stakeholder involvement. It was also noted that Spanish Cooperation is also financing a similar project in Maputo, which will be a great opportunity to scale up. She shared more cases showing the holistic and territorial approaches in Nariño, Columbia, and Plan Trifinio in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras.

She then suggested few topics that would be good to discuss; First, as cities should understand the importance of rural areas without which cities will never survive, it is necessary to reverse the point of view and look at the city from a rural perspective. Second, we should challenge the economic, technological and resilience gap between rural and urban areas. Lastly, we should ask ourselves, how can we do this fast, how can we catalyze it, how can we connect territorial and municipal levels, how can we help people take pride in being in rural areas?

In her closing, Ms. Gual stressed several starting points finalizing her speech; participation and community-based planning; the importance of regional levels to go to national norms;

From the point of view of cooperation for development, we will make all efforts to improve the right to the city in this component of inclusive URL, that benefit poorer people in rural and urban areas, and ensures food sovereignty.

Xu Tiantian, Design and Architecture
Revitalization of rural areas in Songyang County

Ms. Tiantian opened her speech with images of the beautiful landscape of Songyang County, China, with over 400 villages. She stated, however, as the younger generation moves to cities for employment, villages are hollowed out, leaving low and elderly population. She then demonstrated how local government, communities, professional teams, architects and planners can work together to shed a new light to these villages.

She started with the beginning of the project. In January 2014, the Songyang County initiated a collaboration to adopt “architectural acupuncture” as healing treatment for rural regions to restore rural identity, open up to tourism, and stimulate economic development. She noted that unlike some villages in the country with massive investments in tourism, the Songyang acupuncture strategy works with a limited budget to motivate and engage the local community. This could provide a sustainable strategy for other rural areas, she explained, as acupuncture is not only on volume of buildings but also about scale and resources from new investment.

Ms. Tiantian highlighted that the acupuncture projects aimed to activate circulation between the villages and to promote interaction between rural and urban areas. For instance, facilitated by internet and modern infrastructure, rural areas can provide an alternative mode of living. Following the explanation, she introduced several villages where the project has been implemented successfully.

First, she shared an experience in one village to renovate a cluster of abandoned houses, using local building techniques and wooden construction in the village center for exhibitions, artists’ studios, home-based businesses. This attracts villagers to return home and the number of inhabitants has increased from less than 20 to over 100 in 3 years. Following this project, a new brown sugar factory was programmed to restore traditional cooking practices, increasing village economic revenues and attracting more visitors and tourists.

Amongst other inspiring projects she presented, a Tofu factory captivated the audience, showcasing traditional production practices as a living museum, increasing the income of villages and acting as a functional space for the communities. She elaborated that the factory is an extension of the village fabric and topography, and all the production compartments are equipped to upgrade traditional tofu products to fit the food safety certification requirements.

Concluding her speech, Ms. Tiantian stressed that all those projects used local materials and building techniques and the constructions are done by the villagers themselves, “It is the key
to restore life back to abandoned villages and allow villages themselves to take ownership.”

**Diana Lee-Smith, Mazingira institute**

Civil Society perspective: Monitoring Food Policy at local level: the experience of piloting the Milan Urban Food Policy Pact Indicators Framework.

Dr. Lee-Smith, opening her speech, described civil society as citizens taking action on the URL in different levels. At community level an example is the Nairobi and Environs Food Security, Agriculture and Livestock Forum, a forum for mostly poor but increasingly prosperous urban farmers, including the rural environment surrounding the urban environment. She mentioned the RUAF Global Partnership (Global Partnership on sustainable Urban Agriculture and Food System) which is an international civil society group that works to improve city region food systems (CRFS). Finally, at the large scale, she underscored Habitat International Coalition (HIC), an assemblage of civil society organizations in a global coalition that influenced UN-Habitat policies, the Habitat III Agenda and the current institutionalization of the URL Agenda in the work of UN-Habitat.

She strongly highlighted the power of civil society related to URL, saying “there are no boundaries to people on the ground.” She gave an example of the Nairobi Urban Farmers, operating across the urban-rural divide and influencing public policies and actions in Nairobi. At the global scale, Dr. Lee-Smith emphasized the work of coalitions of civil society organizations that bring the power and influence to bear on international decision-making, and having the mandate to do so throughout the UN system. “We have that power! We have the fluidity and therefore the capacity to influence.”

The Milan Urban Food Policy Pact (MUFPP), for example, brought together over 100 Mayors to sign a document committing to address food system priorities in 2015, with RUAF as one of the technical advisors to the MUFPP.

Dr. Lee-Smith then released a press statement on a new collaboration to strengthen the resilience of urban food systems, namely the merger of RUAF with HIVOS, whose motto is “people unlimited”. The RUAF Global Partnership has 9 partners, including three cities, three international research organizations and three non-governmental organizations. She underscored the essence of civil society actions, their consultative action on the common good.

Moreover, she proudly announced as a citizen of Nairobi that in 2019, RUAF, FAO and the Milan Pact is running a pilot project to test a set of indicators and Nairobi City County was selected, along with Quito in Ecuador and Antananarivo in Madagascar. The indicators are related to the categories of the Milan Pact Framework for Action which are: governance, diet and nutrition, social and economic equity, food production, food supply and distribution, and food waste.

Although Dr. Lee-Smith addressed how civil society helps cities strengthen URL and urban food systems, she said the civil society works not only at the city region level but at all levels including national and international.
4. INTERVENTIONS

Mr. Oliver Hillel, Programme Officer for the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), joined the discussion with a video statement from CBD headquarters in Montreal, Canada. He opened by stating that “sustainable urbanization and rural transformation can no longer be addressed separately” and that this process must be “mutually reinforcing”. Since Habitat III Conference in 2016, the Convention has joined a multiagency team working on URL and actively participated to the formulation of the Guiding Principles for planning/taking actions in the urban-rural continuum.

Our dependency on ecosystem services and on nature as a model to emulate were two essential points made by Mr. Hillel. On one hand, as human dependency on natural services cannot be denied, it must be clearly said that the access, level of use and degree of dependency of people on nature is unequal and that “the poorer the country is, the more it depends on biodiversity for development and poverty alleviation”. The URL-GP is an innovative tool because of its holistic approach: not only does it include both ethical and scientific considerations, but it also harmoniously integrates social, environmental and economic factors. On a practical level, it is a very useful tool for subnational and local governments aiming to reduce the environmental footprint of cities and metropolitan areas.

On the other hand, Mr. Hillel expresses the need for a stronger use of nature-based solutions as “nature is the best model to copy for solutions”. In fact, for more than 4 billion years, nature has been constantly learning and tinkering for solutions using “the most perfect algorithm: DNA”. Today, the use of technology can help to control the matrix and design natured-based solutions.

More work needs to be done, especially in the Framework for Action, on expanding the nexus with food, water, health, disaster prevention and other relevant sectors. Finally, the Convention hopes that the outcomes of this event will contribute to the discussion for the post-2020 Biodiversity Framework that will be presented in China next year.

Even though our friend and colleague from UN Environmental Programme, Ms. Martina Otto,
could not participate to the event in person, she sent us her highlights. As previous speakers, she focused on the importance of ecosystem services to support our lives. In this context, the circular economy is part of the solution as it can contribute to reduce pressure on ecosystems and to create more local job opportunities. The URL-GP includes both elements in the guiding principle number 8, ‘environmentally sensitive’.

Other points, strongly inter-related, are the strengthening of the Green and Blue infrastructures in cities; and the promotion of food production in cities and of short supply chains. Those changes in urban metabolisms are already occurring. For example, in Sorsogon, a province in the Philippines, this approach supported an improved local rice production, enhanced food security and solved water-related problems.

From UNECA perspective, this agenda is absolutely relevant, especially in Africa, a region which is predominantly rural and where URL are central to the top policy priority of the continent, structural transformation to shift economies from lower productivity agriculture to higher productivity manufacturing and modern services. In her intervention, Ms. Edlam Yemeru focused on lost opportunities for job creation and economic diversification due to siloed between national economic, sector and spatial planning and investments. Industrialization policies in Africa provide a practical: while most African countries have or are designing industrialization strategies and policies, the spatial and urban linkages are weak. For instance, with increasing urbanization and changes in the type and levels of urban food consumption, there are opportunities for domestic manufacturing and agricultural value chains that could be factors in industrial policies and strategies. “But these issues are often disconnected”, noted Ms. Yemeru, “which means lost opportunities for the manufacturing sector, for job creation, for economic growth”. Linking the urban to the rural and other sectoral agendas in national development planning is essential.

Daniel Günther and his team at the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development of Germany are well-aware...
of the limits of siloed thinking and are trying to overcome them by adopting cross-sectoral and inclusive approaches. In particular, instead of just focusing on megacities, BMZ targets secondary and tertiary cities to facilitate their access to finance for sustainable infrastructure investments. Integrated governance is also key as “national frameworks don’t necessary work at the local level. Finally, BMZ is promoting initiatives for urban cooperation which take into account all linkages, “not only rural-urban but also between different stakeholders, civil society and academia”.

C40 is a network of cities representing 94 of the world’s mega cities. It works with mayors to leverage on their political capital to address thematic areas linked to urban issues such as transportation and urban planning, air quality, energy and buildings, as well as food, waste and water systems. Its main aims are “to consolidate, replicate, and accelerate climate change action driven by scientific evidence. More importantly, C40 helps to contextualize those actions so that they are relevant to their respective cities”, as Mr. Stephen Otieno concisely illustrated.

He continued by providing a practical example of his work as City Advisor in the city of Nairobi. His team has been working with the local government of Nairobi on designing and actualizing a food systems strategy based on the existing situation. One concrete step was to review Nairobi’s governance structures so that food is now a component of the city departmental composition. This also initiated a regulation on urban agriculture, a dedicated food systems directorate and more integration across other sectors in the city. At the same time, C40 promotes city-city peer learning with the technical city officials on food systems and has helped to create new partnerships that address URL of the food system. The next step is to help the city to tap developing a resource-mobilization plan that will support implementation of the food system strategy.
5. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

After the short presentations, the discussion continued with engaged members of the audience. Besides a specific question on how to create food systems partnerships between private sector and UN agencies, the interventions from the public included:

- Enthusiastic appreciation was voiced for the URL programme, as it is able to restore the original core values of the UN-Habitat Agenda and approach. After a philosophical shift, this approach, identified as cross-sectoral process on planning and governance coordination focusing on human settlements, “is again here in this initiative”;
- It is a necessity to integrate the rural dimension and undertaken actions to fill this gap in the global civil society;
- The suggestion was made to introduce compost strategies in the city of Nairobi in order to reduce poverty by turning food waste into real food and as way to strengthen the linkages between the capital and its rural surroundings.

As moderator of the session, Dr. Sietchiping welcomed all suggestions. In particular, he agreed with the first comment and stated “we are reclaiming that lost glory”.

Mr. Fonseca also took note of the suggestions expressed in the audience and while agreeing on the potential benefits of setting up a compost strategy to deal with the food waste in Nairobi, he recalled the waste hierarchy approach adopted by FAO where prevention is the preferred and number one action.
6. CLOSING REMARKS AND WAY FORWARD

The session was closed by the remarks of Dr. Shipra Narang Suri and Dr. Sietchiping. As coordinator of the Urban Planning and Design branch at UN-Habitat, Dr. Shipra Narang Suri was very pleased about the large number and variety of participants, which included representatives from national, regional, and local governments, UN agencies and civil society. A multi-dimensional and multi-partnership approach is in fact fundamental to ensure vigorous URL. Moreover, URL and food systems are critical for climate resilience, especially now that “the secretary general has called for the need to shift to actions and monitoring of the Paris Agreement”. At the same time, the UN-Habitat New Strategy Plan has refocused on territorial development across the urban-rural continuum. The final word is to take this [URL programme] forward together in the future.

Dr. Remy Sietchiping retraced some of the highlights of the discussion: the role of local authorities and of nature; best practices from Catalonia and Songyang; the CBD message not to miss the role of secondary cities; the available financial instruments; the importance of connecting across levels and sectors; and “putting people at the center” as an approach that focuses on people’s health and wellbeing in order to leave no one behind. He also reminded participants that “development can happen also through rural transformation” and not exclusively in the urban context. The session was closed with the invitation to join the first rural revitalisation forum, that will take place next October in Songyang and where rural development will be presented as a major driver for national development.
First rural revitalisation forum planned for October 2019 in Songyang county © Tiantian
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The side event “Strengthening Urban-Rural Linkages to Reduce Spatial Inequalities and Poverty by Leveraging Sustainable Food Systems Actions” took place on May 30, 2019 in Nairobi, Kenya, during the inaugural UN-Habitat Assembly. It was co-organized by UN-Habitat and FAO and supported by C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, Centro Latinoamericano para el Desarrollo (RIMISP), Convention on Biodiversity (CBD), UN Environment, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), French Agricultural Research Center for International Development (CIRAD), Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition (GAIN), Mazingira Institute, Network of Regional Governments for Sustainable Development (nrg4SD), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), RIKOLTO, UN Standing Committee on Nutrition.

For further information, please contact: UN-Habitat, Regional and Metropolitan Planning Unit, Urban Planning and Design Branch, unhabitat-updb-rmpu@un.org, www.unhabitat.org

More information on the Urban-Rural Linkages Guiding Principles at: urbanrurallinkages.wordpress.com